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dear Poetry,

i don’t understand why you’re hated so much
people probably cant grasp your elegant abstraction

but that belittlement does little
to faze me
to daze me
youre no phase for me Poetry
i could sit with you for days

youre most likely lonely
im here now though
to uncover your secrets
and to tell you mine my loyal friend

i guess what im trying to say is
ill be here
do you hear me
ill be a rock
unchanging for you
because i love you

i do
Olivia DeLorenzo
Grade 7

Trust

A tired child
I stop
and sit
on a sill

covered in snow.

A lost bird
I stop

and think
standing up

I spread 
my wings

and leap.

Hannah Saltz
Grade 7

All I did was jump
but when I touched the surface
I broke the horizon.

But in reality
nothing needed to be mended.

Quin Burke
Grade 7

Phebe Denison
Grade 8
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Redefine Possible

Hands as hands
and hands as feet.
I’ve come to meet

the ground without retreat.

I will never feel defeat.

I am just as good as you
just look at what I can do.

Half a body, not half a heart
If I can do it, then you can too.

Never lose hope.

Without it
you will never be more

than a half-hearted person and
a full-sized bore.

Jay Greenwald
Grade 6

Relaxation is a faint blue
It sounds like the ocean waves on a calm day

It smells like freshly washed linens that have been hanging outside
It tastes like the homemade lemonade that your mom made you

on a hot day
Relaxation feels like lying on the soft sand of a beach

with the water softly hitting your feet.

Maggie Akuetey
Grade 6

Roshni Mehta
Grade 8
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Living on the Street

In tattered clothes on the side of the street,
On a cold, harsh, gray day in the dead of winter,
Gazing hopelessly at the ground,
Sits a man.

Begging for a bite of food or spare change,
People walking by with their wicked smiles,
Pretending they don’t have money in their pockets,
Holding their noses as they pass this filthy creature.

I wonder what his name is,
If he liked sports when he was a kid,
Or if he fought with his siblings,
I wonder what his life was like,
Before he lived on the streets.

I wonder where it all went wrong for him,
Why he ended up on the corner of 86th Street,
Pleading for a bite to eat,
A quarter, a nickel,
Or even a penny.

My mom yells at me for falling behind,
I catch up with my family,
But I don’t forget the man,
Who is living on the street.

Jason Sarachek
Grade 6

The Truth

So vulnerable,
you can’t fall asleep.

You are so impecunious,
you live on the street.

So terrorized,
you can’t trust a soul.

You are so ravenous,
you know

the effects will eventually
take its toll.

This is how you
would feel
day to day

if you were part of the millions,
possibly billions,
living in poverty.

It may seem 
as if there is no hope.
But there is no don’t.

There is no won’t.
Only how.

Kelly Kim
Grade 6

Cold nights and sunny days
Hours, weeks, months and years

Someone who spares
Some change

Sleeping sitting waiting
Frightened, lonely, scared, weak
People stare at me like a freak

I’m just like you

A person who thinks feels and loves
Just like you

I had a home, a job, a family
I could be you

Now I am
Hoping to find someone who cares

Someone who spares
Some change

Someone Who Cares

Alexa Rupe
Grade 6
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Poor is not a choice,
you’re born into it
Hope is always there
Blighted or scared
there’s still life
in the Tree

Human RIghts
help you stay strong
and so you can carry on
through what you believe in.
Like Harry Potter and friends
have the strength to keep strong.

Trees have to stay firm
through life’s harsh
storms

People “Brave little penguins”
fight for change
even though others don’t think
possible

Tree branches,
made for “hugging”
Tree stumps,
made for sleeping
Trees,
made to have a loving nature

Even though it’s 
far away or nearby
There’s always a place
for “love and belonging”

The wind blows you
off your feet
but
you have to get back up.
Having the courage 
to climb Mount Kilimanjaro
for an inspiring reason.
You made the impossible,
possible
for people in POVERTY.

Margaret Parks
Grade 6

I am Homeless

I am homeless
But I am the same

As you
I have a family

And I go to school
I want a better life

Like you
I have dreams

I am homeless
Don’t think of me as someone

You don’t want to look at
I had a pet

I had a house
My father had a job

BAM!
They let him go

Evicted
Now we are homeless

I am homeless
But I live in a shelter
It is jammed packed

I feel like a book
On a shelf

I have a title
But no one reads

any of the pages inside
No one knows what is inside

My heart
No one knew

Our story
I feel

Like an outcast
But I am the same as you

I am homeless
My frigid body held together

With string
Tears

Falling down
But I strive to achieve my goal

Just like
You

Jayden Cyzner
Grade 6

Oscar Tirabassi
Grade 6
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Bulletin Board

Cluttered	 	 	 	 	 Family Photos
Overflowing with memories	 	 allowing me to reminisce
	 	 	 	 	 	 on past times
Old diplomas		 	 	 	 Paris 
creased	 	 	 	 	 Disney
from my excitement		 	 	 Turks and Caicos

Playbills	 	 	 	 	 My bulletin board
Reminders of the theatres	 	 	 capturing excitement
where soft voices	 	 	 	 from the past
from Annie	 	 	 	 	 and predicting the future
and Grease
filled the loud room

Emily Dershowitz
Grade 8

School Day Morning

The alarm blares.
Confused and disoriented from his dreams,
He reaches in the wrong direction,
With his head marginally moving
And finds the hard wooden frame of his bed.

The alarm screams.
Rubbing his unadjusted eyes,
And out of hatred for the unpleasant sound
He produces another effort
But this time he finds the clock
And the sound stops.

Silently rising up
The boy surveys his surroundings,
The room is dark and cold,
But underneath the covers he is warm.
Then he murmurs,
“It’s a school day.”

Ishwar Mukherjee
Grade 7

Nikolay Sahakyan
Grade 6

Nio Hirano
Grade 6
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Sick

My nose is tingly
Full of snot

Swelled up and red
I wish it were not

My eyes are watery
Irritated and itchy
I have a headache

Which makes me feel icky

My temperature’s high,
When I stand up I sway
I’m hoping tomorrow
WIll be a better day

	 Sierra Donovan
	 Grade 7

Deep Inside my Locker

As I spin my purple lock
	 left right left
I finally have access to locker #37
	 filled to the top with
Backpacks and binders
	 notebooks too
My lunchbox hanging on a hook
	 full of my favorite foods
The floor scattered with candy wrappers
	 sitting next to my iPhone in its pink case
The walls decorated with notes from my dear friends
	 and my big gray sweatshirt covering it all

Delila Jacobs
Grade 8

Now I am Twelve

Elementary school is history
And my world is a different place
Middle school is a new life altogether
New campus, new rules, new classes, new routine

Waking up early to take the bus for eight a.m. school
Tests and quizzes every week, parents on my case
Homework can be more or less, but surely every day
Pressure of keeping up my scores and report card grades

Middle school is like a beehive, there’s always a buzz
After school activities make the day long
Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, a hopping social scene
Everyone wants to fit in

I am taller now, looking more grown up
Trust and independence is what my parents are giving me
I am trusted with an allowance, and allowed to stay home alone
At twelve, I am clay, ready to be shaped on a potter’s wheel

Adina Mistry
Grade 7

David D’Silva
Grade 8
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Rachel Wolfe
Grade 7

The Polar Plunge

Standing there
Once I jump
there is no going back.

When I gather the courage
to take the leap,
there is a second
just one second
as I am floating in the air
that I don’t regret my decision.

Icy cold water
brushes my skin
slowly and then all at once.
Feeling a sensation that
cannot be described
you are shocked.
an arctic 
chill
is
rushing
through
your
body.

why did I do this?
for the adrenaline?
I will never do it again.
At least until next year.

Emmeline Berridge
Grade 7 Hair Haiku

Short, long, straight, curly
Comes in blonde, brown, and red too

What’s missing? Oh! Bald

Gabriel Lesser
Grade 6

Camp Modin

An 8-hour journey
Everyone anxious to get there

Waiting for a new summer to start
A whole new journey to begin

We reach the sign
“Welcome to Camp Modin”

The bus
Noisy as a stadium cheer

Pow! Bang! Boom!
The welcome back fireworks burst up

As everyone’s eyes attach to the flaming lights
The lake shines brighter every time it is seen

As the sky turns a bright purple
right when the sun has set

The rain comes down on the wooden bunk
Great memories have been made

It’s time to say goodbye to your friends
As you leave your first home 

a tear slowly dripping down your face
Suddenly a waterfall

Sadly a perfect summer must come to an end
But next year the journey will begin again

Ian Ressler
Grade 7

Kelsey Chin
Grade 8
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My Ice Life

The ice sparkles
beneath my skates
I stroke, I jump
I spin, I leap
I compete
I win that gold
the crowd cheering 
just for me
a little girl like me
she takes the medal
and bows
with flowers
what an amazing day
to skate, just me
only me and the ice 
a perfect pair
a little girl like me

Renata Pratt
Grade 7

First Times

Watching flight of the cranes
feeling the desperate pains
Hearing the angry sirens blasting
Only makes the first times more lasting.
The wobbly walk
The meaningful talk
The first sculpture casting
Only makes the first times more lasting.
Changing of the body
Buying the Audi
Giving up on the Jewish fasting
Only makes the first times more lasting.
Getting married
The babies needing to be carried
No more adventures or laughing
Only makes the first times more lasting.

Isabella Stewart
Grade 7

Basketball

Overtime, tied game!
Dribbling up the court, he shoots,

He hits the ref. Lady!!

Aryan Chitale
Grade 6

Ayumi Kondo
Grade 7

Sam Saxon
Grade 7

Chocolate passes
too quickly over the tongue,
preferring the hips.

Tom Reynolds
Grade 6
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Chaos in my Room

My desk
A pile of textbooks
	        American History
	  Physical Science
       Integrated Algebra
	        Earth Science
threatening to f
	 	  a
	 	   l
	 	   l
L o o s e papers
peeking out of drawers
crammed between textbooks
math homework
confirmation assignments
art projects
Pens and pencils
scattered
          Ticonderoga       Sarasa
	   BIC	         Papermate
Magic Rub erasers
devilishly disappearing
My head
BURSTING

Ryan Lee
Grade 8

Piano

Sharps, Flats, Naturals
Each one music to my ears

Gently soothing me

Bridget Foley
Grade 6

My Own Paradise

Canadensis
Gold
Sun
Blazing
Blue
Lake Lenape
Boat rides
Waterfall
Rapids
Rafting
Adventure
Bobsledding
Gondola ride
Hiking
Mountains
Pocono
Running
Sports
Color war
Screaming
Cheering
Intense
Tired
Sad
Amazing
Home

Jordana Kaller
Grade 8

Caroline Silver
Grade 8

Jenna Lee
Grade 8
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Where I’m From

Dad

I’m from G I Joe,
And Board games-
Operation,
Monopoly,
Risk,
Chutes and Ladders.

I’m from playing with friends in the 
backyard
On humid,
Hot,
Summer mornings.

Playing football,
Baseball,
And made up games-
Army,
Capture the Flag.

I’m from Twizzle Sticks,
And plucking the candy dots off of 
the waxy,
white
paper.
But most of all I’m from Chuckles,
That made me into the comedian
I am now.

I’m from sitting on the floor of my bedroom,
Listening to the sounds of the Beatles,
Kiss,
And Led Zeppelin.

I’m from watching the Brady Bunch,
And Gilligan’s Island,
Growing up loving
Jan Brady,
And Mary Ann.

I’m from the slang of
Coooooooool,
And Raaaaaaaaad.

I’m from watching the hands on the clock,
Slowly tick the warm,
Fun,
Relaxing
Days of summer away.

I’m from hiding away in my room,
Reading the Hardy Boys,
And loving them,
Even though I didn’t aspire to be
a detective.

I wanted to be a fireman,
Then later a fighter pilot

I’m from a photo album,
Holding memories,
Keeping them safe.
I’m from those still images,
Memories of years past.
Memories that make me into 
Who I am today.

Dad
Kelly Rutherford

Grade 7

Grace Goodman
Grade 6
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That Marble Table

Memories served like dishes
Of well done chicken
And matzo ball soup
On that marble table

that we all gathered ‘round...

Thank yous never said
to those who deserved it most

i’s never dotted
and t’s never crossed.

Hugs and kisses never given
Affection never shown

But when I had the chance
I brushed it off like dirt

Phone calls returned with voicemail
Regret still lingers over

Five years later
Like a ghost, it haunts me

I loved and I loved and I loved
But when the chance is taken away
To say, “I love you” one more time

Everything seems like nothing
Despite the letters that you wrote

And years later tears still shed
For mem’ries never made

And mem’ries long forgotten

A journal never kept
To savor the unforgettable

Although I gave her all I could
I didn’t give enough

The hundreds of miles
That stood in between
Make every thought 

Harder

Art that lined the walls
Of a house now stands alone

In the middle of Florida
With that same marble table

Manya Kula
Grade 7

A perfect haiku
has onomatopoeia

sadly, mine doesn’t.

Andrew Gerstenblatt
Grade 6

Sophia Laaraj
Grade 6

Mama’s Wisdom

Mama told me life has its ups and downs
And I trusted her.
And I carried her wisdom.
And her beauty.
And her tolerance.
And now I feel at peace.
Because life has its ups and downs.

Annie Radin
Grade 6
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Love

Love is rose pink.
It sounds like laughter on a bright summer day

It smells like sweet, dreamy perfume that my boyfriend got me for Valentines
It tastes like fluffy, light, and sugary cotton candy that my best friend got me for our day out

Love feels like protecting arms holding you close.

Panic

Panic is violet blue.
It sounds like the car honks in a traffic jam

It smells like smoky gas from a polluting factory
It tastes like black burnt cookies that were in the oven for too long

Panic feels like getting lost on the streets of New York City.

Anger

Anger is burning black
It sounds like fists pounding on a concrete wall
It smells like smoke from guns on a battlefield

It tastes like dust, drying the world
Anger feels like a fire growing and slowly killing you.

Lea Saslekova
Grade 6

Cozy Company

Surrounded by four sea foam green walls
Sweatshirts and sweaters

Hang on the back of the door
Sitting contentedly there 
In a large pink fuzzy chair

A small purring cat
Lifts her head as she awakens

Meowing to welcome the visitor
A warm emerald green blanket

Comfortably awaits
Spread across an open bed

A tall brown bookshelf
Birthday cards and photos
Trophies and art projects
Souvenirs and shells sit
Memories and moments

Emma Kornberg
Grade 8

Refrigerator
It preserves the greatest foods

Oh look! Apple Pie!

Josh Landgarten
Grade 6

Phones

Iphones, smartphones, dells.
Soundwaves, microphones and wires.

Connected by cords.

Megan Galbo
Grade 6

Elise Boucher
Grade 7
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The clean WHITE top of my desk,
with books stacked high at the corners,

novels, textbooks, magazines,
all in a neat pile, with pens and pencils

inside, colored pastels,
certificates, markers, and paints.

A bookshelf, filled to the brim
with books and novels,

of bright YELLOW,
that take me on an adventure, 
without ever leaving my room.

A small bed, neatly made
with a muted GREEN comforter on top,

and baby blue cotton sheets,
peeking through, trying to get a glimpse

of all the different colors 
scattered around the room.

A simple, sliding-door, closet,
hanging around in the corner of the room,

providing a home 
for the millions of shirts, dresses,
dance costumes, shoes, bags,

and stuffed animals,
forming a sea of TURQUOISE,

all neatly hung and folded,
or stored away in boxes,

all containing a bit of memory,
from the past, and the future memories

to come.

A dresser, with small scented perfumes,
sitting on the top,

with unique features,
conversing with earrings and necklaces,

or rings and hair bows,
of cloudy GRAYS and rose reds,

strung elegantly
across a beautiful black and pink butterfly.

An off-white carpet,
keeping the creaky wooden floor safe,

from the stomping, dancing, and stains,
taking the blame and having proof,

of spilled bright ORANGE nail polish,
or a crumbled cookie,
a dirty sneaker mark,

or black dog fur,
that will never come out.

The baby PINK walls,
most dreaded,

covered in old, erased pencil marks,
from the past,

of good times with friends and family.

And the entrance,
to a magical alternate universe,

a white door, expressionless on the 
outside,

but covered with posters of smiling faces,
on the inside,

of all different colors.
Sonali Sharma

Grade 8

My Room

Perfect flabby stick
Squishy, faint yellow beauty

Melting on my tongue. A good to-go snack.
Mmm...processed mozzarella.

Great cheesy flavor. Goes on everything
From mashed potatoes to fruit,

Can’t ever go wrong.

String Cheese

Melissa Cohen
Grade 6
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Memoir from 10th Juror
from Twelve Angry Men, by Reginald Rose

 Ever since I was a baby in my cradle, my mother and father told me to stay 
away. To stay away from the slums and all slum trash. All my life, I was taught that they 
were criminals, the lowest of the low. As an adult, I opened a garage. I was successful, 
I was happy, I didn’t have to serve that trash, and I always refused to serve them. Well, 
I was happy until I was called to jury duty. I wasn’t exactly surprised to discover that 
the killer was slum trash. The boy had knifed his own father! He didn’t deserve even a 
thought or care from the jury. I was furious when I was forced to sit in a room and listen 
to a bunch of bleeding heart liberals give this boy excuses. I didn’t care from the start, 
but I wanted to get rid of as many of those horrible  things that grow out of the slums 
and are called people.

 There was one man. It may have been a year ago, but I could picture his face as 
if he were in front of me. He was clearly the youngest, and obviously not very 
educated, or he would have voted guilty like a logical man, instead of the imbecile he 
proved himself to be. He opened his mouth and started to speak trying to twist an 
easy case backwards. And you know what? Those idiots started listening! They 
weren’t changing their votes, but I could see them reconsidering, especially Juror 9. I 
may not remember those stupid details after a year, but I remember that old man. Old 
as dirt, he was. Straight up crazy too, did all his sense fall out when he turned 80? 
Sure, all of them were respectful but this one got on my nerves. I felt fury boiling inside 
me and what’s the point in respecting people who can’t see an answer when it is right 
in front of their face.

 I can still remember the joy I tasted when the young man, Juror 8, agreed to a 
second vote. If all voted guilty, I could get out of there. I sat stewing at the insolent 
juror 8 giving the boy every excuse in the world for murder. As if that wasn’t bad 
enough, the others were starting to go along with it! Finally, that b*****d had a good 
idea, might I say his first. He proposed a second vote; if all (save him) voted “guilty”, 
we could bring in a “guilty” verdict. I scribbled out guilty and waited impatiently for the 
foreman to announce the guilty verdict. I heard “guilty” nine times, and then something 
that shocked so much it was like a slap in the face. “Not guilty”; I was appalled that 
some man had the nerve, the audacity, to resist plain facts like this. A year later his 
stupidity still stings, the old slum lover. The boy was from the slums, and now two men 
were on his side - two! “All right, who was it? I want to know.” I barked out my words, 
absolutely beyond furious. I was frustrated and angry that one of these idjits was 
believing a fairytale of excuses that was totally improbable. One man thinks he can just 
go making up stories? This is a trial! Not some little girl’s fairytale writing session.

	 I can still see some of those men and their personas. Juror 1 was so serious 
and middle-aged he seemed nervous. Juror 3, an overweight, cruel man, was perhaps 
the only one I took a liking to. Juror 4, slender and weasly. Juror 7, the ball fan who, if it 
is even possible, cared less than I did. Juror 8, young and foolish almost opposite to 
Juror 9, old and foolish. That German one, and of course, the incessant doodler. Some
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faces have faded but I think that I will carry 8’s face as a testament to the holes in 
education and parenting. All of them, the whole lot, stupid to let him go on like that 
uninterrupted. I may remember that case, but I wouldn’t say anything has changed 
much. I still think he’s guilty, and I still don’t really care.

 Some of the other jurors might say that we had epiphanies. I know that I didn’t 
have one, though they may think I did. I voted “not guilty” on that August day because I 
was tired of hearing the same story in different voices with different little twists. I was 
tired of hearing men say that they thought the boy was innocent after so much proof. I 
was tired of arguing with them, it was clearly a lost cause. I threw in the towel when I 
said, “not guilty”, if they thought they were so smart, they could deal with the case 
themselves. I hadn’t been listening for some time, and even when I was sure they were 
still arguing I found myself pacing and thinking about the beautiful engine I had been 
fixing before this all started. It had been a real beauty, a Rolls Royce with small issues. I 
felt lucky, it would have made me cry to see such in an engine in pieces. Finally I just 
wanted to get back to it and was angry with these men holding me here. That is the 
story of one year ago, when I knew that the boy should go to the chair and I still voted 
“not guilty” because I just did not care.

 Now, a year later I rarely find myself thinking of the case, though sometimes little 
things bring it back in all of its stupid, painful detail. A young man in a tweed suit, a 
Rolls Royce, or even the thought of the slums brings back how much I still think that 
one man’s insolence set a murderer free. I haven't stopped refusing slum-grown 
customers, or cursing them out when they come too close. I still enjoy seeing people 
from the slums get what they deserve in court. In a few years, I doubt that this trial will 
mark anything but the fault in our judicial system.

Mel Holmes
Grade 8

Ethan Cheng
Grade 6
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A Walk in the Woods

A walk in the woods
The colorful fall leaves
Crunching under my feet
The silent hum of wildlife, echoing through the trees
The cold wind, making my hair whip against my face
The calming ripple of the river
Sending salty smells wafting through the air

A walk in the woods
The sun shining brightly
Pinecones and evergreen needles
Paving the path through the woods, babbling creeks
Making watery gateways to the shimmering river
The waves of the river
Becoming louder and more powerful as I neared it

A walk in the woods
The once hot, sunny sky
Becoming vibrant shades of lavender, tangerine, and magenta
The sun setting over the river
Its reflection glimmering on the crystal clear water
As it rushed over rocks and twigs
Sitting against a weeping willow, cloaked by its curtain of leaves

A walk in the woods
The color stained sky
Slowly fading to an inky black night
Stars shimmering, casting a glow on the fresh fall foliage
The rushing of the river
And the soft glow of the full moon, lulling me to sleep

After a beautiful walk in the woods.

Isha Bedi
Grade 6

Catherine Beveridge
Grade 8

Megumi Ozawa
Grade 7
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The Rhythm of Autumn

Leaves falling
form bare bending boughs,

as auburn, scarlet,
and sun kissed golden hues

wisp off their stems,
the air is fragrant

of the first winter frost.
Leaves crumble

from beneath my feet,
the cold,

petrified ground
stands still, and unmoving.
The sound of the churning,

crisped leaves
percolate into my ears.

The occasional tornado uproar
of leaves send

flurries of chaos
into the air.
Glistening

damp leaves
shimmer from the

brilliant light of
morning.

Magan Chin
Grade 6

Fireplace

The logs darken with burning coal
embers fly
I pump air
through the black bellows

I put my hands
up on the mantle
with the grandmother
clock

I warm myself
and my hands that
were rained on

The rain is still pouring
the fire is still crackling

Craig Carroll
Grade 6

One cold and foggy day I was created by four humans.
I am the fire that motivated the four creators
 in the evening of the year.
I was created with the spring’s memory.
I am the fire who warms people’s heart.
“Come closer and feel!”
“Can you hear me crackle?”
I give people motivation and courage.
I am made out of memories. I am made out of rocks, red leaves
 and dark, rough dead sticks.
The next day I was destroyed by nature.
Although it is painful, it is the essential step.
The next foggy day, I was again created by the humans.
This time, humans added different types of remain from the spring
 to be even stronger power of motivation.
I am art created by inspiration.
I am the art of the soul.

Satofumi Nakamura
Grade 6

Satofumi Nakamura
Grade 6
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Trees, the color of an eagle’s nest
Radiating nature, beauty, love
Smelling of the grass’s sweet dew
Tall, thick with moss growing on its feet

Building homes for the birds,
Who sing their pleasure
For their new shelter with
Long slender branches to
Protect them from harm

For, even when the thunder 
Threatens to knock them down
They continue on
Stronger than ever

Mother Nature then
Rewards their courage
With a smiling sun

And life goes on

Lisa Ferris
Grade 7

Breathing Nature

The wind approaches
Like a fierce but crouching tiger,

The cool breeze trickles
Like cold water down my back,

The flowers wake up from a great slumber
And yawn themselves into full bloom,

The leaves fall
And create a round stack

The mud hardens
Like a chocolate brownie over time,

The wet grass scrubs
Against my shoes,

The sun drops below earth
As if giving up on the day’s work,

The brightness of the moon
Starts to create clues

Abby Lefkowitz
Grade 6

Summer

Summer come soon
Your warm rays need to burst

Out into the sky
As the days pass by
Slowly and carefully

School will end
And summer will be here
And at the end of the day

As the sun waves goodbye
Summer will be gone

Suzy Davis 
Grade 7

Beach

As I walk
on the wet, soft grain,
footsteps track
behind me.
The waves crash
on colorful rocks
and shells.
Glass from bottles
rubbing against the rocks
for months,
finally wash up
on shore,
so smooth
and rough
at the same time.

Zach Kempin
Grade 6

Bridget Foley
Grade 6
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Looking Down from Cadillac Mountain

Looking down from above
Mountains
Surrounded with trees
A moat of blue water
Around the mountains
Wind
Swaying trees from left to right
Blowing fresh air onto our faces
Breathing out cold air
Sending shivers down our spine
Moon
Starting to illuminate celestially
Sun
Descending to the west
Painting a picture of a beautiful sunset
Best of all the beautiful time

Ethan Cheng
Grade 6

Vacation

Fireball, fireball, eternal flame
Crunched and crackled sand
Island breeze whimsical and full of joy
Cold sea mist rains down hard
For I am on vacation...

Deep heavy trudging snow
Dancing flames around a fire
Heavy coats and rosy cheeks
For I am still on vacation...

Stuffy, cramped and crowded plane
Full of sober and sorrow
For I am NOT still on vacation!

Nola Riina
Grade 7

Nature in Every Direction

As I peeked at the brilliant blue sky,
I saw the elegant white doves soar by.
Gradually, I took my gaze to the ground,
There were itty-bitty ants pacing around.
I raised my eyes, and looked straight ahead,
The leaves on the trees were brownish-red.
Twisting my body, I stared right back,
The crickets chirped, and the ducks quacked.
Cutting the view, I turned to the right,
The valley and the river together made an extraordinary sight.
Peering toward the left, I knew the dreadful time had come,
Even the beautiful orchard couldn’t stop me from being glum.
I almost couldn’t believe, it was this quick,
Each scene was no bigger than a flick.
But my mind had become so peaceful, as quiet as a mime,
I wish I could enjoy it this much another time.

Vishnu Srinivas
Grade 6

Matthew Sussman
Grade 6
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Brown strikes red

reach
higher
to kill the flames
the flames of fire
jewels of dew
run down my back
but I must persist
I must

pain sears through my body
as it pierces my heart
screams
ring towards the clouds
seize every moment
before I burst
breath
vanishes into the sky

brown striking red

Deviki Arora
Grade 6

The Wind

I stepped outside.
I smelled the fresh air

As a gust of wind ruffled my hair
and sent a tiny chill running down my spine.

It made the perfectly green grass
bend down to the ground

and shoot right back up again.
It made me fly and soar like an eagle
It made me sail the seas like a pirate.

It filled me with wonder and joy
A sense of freedom.

It made me feel...
“Time to get up, Jack, 

you have to go to school.”

Jack McEvoy
Grade 6

The Life of the Wind

It starts out as a slightly warm breeze
dancing through the air
but soon the time has come to change
and soon people beware

In the fall the breeze can be warm or cold
depending on the day
even if there is a slight breeze
it’s always there to play

In the winter the breeze can freeze
animals all around
no matter how much warmth we put in the air
it always seems to rebound

In the spring the breeze is cool
like the warmth of a flower
and be ready because at any time
there could be a rain shower

In the summer the breeze is warm
some will say it’s too hot
but no matter how hard we try
it cannot be fought

Hudson Jakubowicz
Grade 6

Kelsy Hogan
Grade 6
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Delicate as a feather,
floating in the breeze

Delicate as a baby,
crying in its crib

Delicate as a piece of paper,
ready to be torn

Delicate as a person’s feelings,
ready to be broken

Delicate as a feather.

Peter Godshall
Grade 7

A Magnolia Tree

Is a tree just a tree?
A tree is the center 

of all life.
A tree is a home,

for animals big or small.
A tree is a hiding place,

for squirrels and chipmunks
in the branches of a tree.

A tree’s leaves fall
and become ruby, auburn, and golden in the fall,

but grow back in the spring.
A tree is an

actor.
Ready to go on stage.

When the sun comes up,
the sunlight shimmers through

its branches and leaves.
The birds

are the tree’s supporting actors.
The different colored leaves,

ruby, auburn, and golden
are its costume.

A tree is a sculpture.
Ready to be created.
But what is a tree’s 

real purpose?
Harry Parks

Grade 6

Spring
Sun shining
Birds chirping
It’s the perfect time of the year
Kids playing
Music and dancing
Pollen in the air
Sneezing
Eyes watering
Maybe I wish summer was here

Cassidy Donohue
Grade 7

Melissa Cohen
Grade 6

Abbie Vetrone
Grade 7
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Winter

Winter Snow
The frigid days

That cause the beautiful haze
Which makes me fall in the snow

Preventing me to go

The snow that has just fallen
Is so white

So crispy, but so light
But soon the snow will be all trodden

And many like me will be appallin’

But let’s not forget the silence
That makes you sense

So tense, So tense!
As if we’re on many separate islands

Quelled by the majestic highlands

And what about the freezing cold?
The mittens, scarves, the coats,
Are like the sails on the boats

Stretched out on our heads the hold
As we get old, and old, and old.

But still time goes by
And the seasons will soon change

And as spring comes, the seasons will engage
The snow won’t be as high

The cold weather will say “good-bye”

Vladimir Asriev
Grade 6

The Seasons are Changing

The seasons are changing
The leaves are falling

Leaving the branches all brittle and bare
But though they are gone now

Before you blink
They would reappear

It won’t be bleak and dark
Quite soon it will be bright

And you will be singing
Happy as a lark

But don’t get used to it too much
Because in a few short months

The cycle starts again
And the seasons will begin to change

And before you know
You will be lying in the snow

Rachel Annex
Grade 7

First the wind
Rattling the branches
And then the sky succumbing to gray
Those are the warnings we had
About the snow that day

Then the snow
Quietly drifting
Being so discreet
Settling down, masking footsteps
Silencing the street

Maya Bharara
Grade 7

Walking home from school
Gloomy bare trees all around
Fluffy white snow soft like a pillow 
	 below on the ground
Low gray clouds hover in the wintery 
	 sky above
The air is a cold icicle

Kids having a snowball fight
The sounds of cheering and laughter
	 in the air
Passing ice skaters as you walk
Light and graceful as could be
A faint scraping sound in the air

Running home to a fire
Blazing hot and toasty as could be
A low crackling warm pleasant sound
The sounds of joy all around
Amidst a freezing winter day

Cole Thaler
Grade 7
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Gone

It speaks to me
It doesn’t have lips but it has a voice

No noise shatters the chill air
Yet it speaks

The red berries sing their gleeful sweet song
The gravel and rock utter their words

in a hoarse harsh voice
And the sticks sing a desolate mournful song

But one day it’s gone it’s all gone
Gone with the wind’s last breath
Gone with the falling snowflakes

and the cold freezing ice
Gone

Elizabeth Seider
Grade 6

A Gift

I look out my window
to see an extravagant

maple colored tree
to see the wind

brushing against its arms
to see its leaves slowly plunge
to the surface of the ground

to see the elegantly designed snowflakes
reclining on the pricks of grass

to see the radiant sunset
descend into the abyss

is simply
a gift

Diego Kaune
Grade 6

The First Sign of Winter

I woke up
As I stretched my arms

Out wide
And peeked out
Of the curtains
To take a look

Outside

The white sparkling flakes
Were shimmering in the air

It looked like
They were coming

From out of nowhere

The whole entire world
Looked like a white

Snowball
Everything was changing
And it was no longer fall.

Nicole Prince
Grade 6

Elizabeth Seider
Grade 6
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Snowflake

You’re falling,
Falling,
Falling,
Like a never ending
Roller coaster.

Faster,
Then slow again,
But never
Stopping.

Spinning,
Twirling,
And leaping across
The sky,
Riding,
On a fresh gust
Of wind.

You feel free,
As if you could
Do 
Anything.

Then the roller coaster ends,
And you find yourself
Sparkling
On the ground,
Along with
Millions
Of other,
Tiny,
Snowflakes.

Aimee Azambuya-Skoupy
Grade 6

Icicles

Smooth and icy cold
Very slick and good to lick

But not fun to pick

Gillian Zitrin
Grade 6

Snow

Snow, snow, so icy and cold,
but the flakes crack in my hand.
A scene of black and white,
a frozen pond,
dark trees,
and gleaming snow.

The trees bristle,
by the wind,
while I whistle,
the snow falls down.

The pond is frozen,
the trees nearly touch the ground,
yet still the snow falls.

I feel the snow on my face,
so cold, oh so cold,
but soon the snow melts away,
leaving me with water on my face.

So dark the night,
the trees cast black shadows,
made by the street light.
The snow crunches under my boots,
and the trees softly sway,
but nothing, nothing will stop the snow.

Zachary Wang
Grade 6

Anika Arora
Grade 8
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The Invisible Wind

The unseen wisp
Flutters in the breeze
Invisible to the eye
Turning the leaves

In and around
In the gloomy night.

Their sound might be mistaken as a cry
The cold air throwing the leaves

Their unique gusts of sound.
Clashing

Never once at ease.
As spring comes around they vanish

Without a good night
Returning in the winter, to fight.

Pragya Ajmera
Grade 6

Stormy Weather

The chilly breeze,
The swinging branches on the bare trees
The pattering rain on my windowsill
The mud running down the hill
The gloomy sky
Gray with sadness, fear, and anger starting to dry
The noisy rain turning into white snow
The kids running while I watch the wind blow.

Gabi Chiavenato
Grade 7

Winter

The sky turns dark
The moon hangs up in the night sky
The icicles hang freezing the world
Like swords hanging an inch
	 about your head
About to fall
The snow covers the ground
Like a white blanket
The bright light of a roaring fire
	 glowing through the windows
You can almost feel the heat
	 raging through
The smell of hot chocolate fills the air
As the snow falls
Like white confetti
Anything that’s alive freezes to ice
Then falls
And shatters into a million pieces
The cold shoots ice pistols that
	 fly across the sky
In the house the only sound
	 roaming the world
Is the furious wind
And the roaring fire
The cold is defeated
The cold is restricted
The cold layer of silence
Puts me to sleep

Ella Ansell
Grade 7

Snow covered trees
Stand all around me
Frost is in the air
Snowflakes land in my hair
Whiteness fills the ground
Not a footprint can be found
A sunset comes, the day fades
Then we wait for a new day
	 to invade

Danielle Piccoli
Grade 7

Spencer Sheppe
Grade 6
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Great White Shark

I am very scary
With my very large jaws,
I use them to catch food,

Like a cat would with her paws.

I am such a big deal,
I have a week named after me,

It is so horrifying,
I wish that I can see.

I’m the biggest fish in the ocean
from the deep and dark,
Beware, beware, beware

Of me, The Great White Shark.

Luke Carnicelli
Grade 6

The Otter

How precious,
Seeing one will leave you breathless,

So slick,
And quick,

Lies in the stream,
The sight is so serene.

Brown and fuzzy,
Looks so cuddly,

Its dark eyes,
Seem so big compared to its size,

A tail like a beaver,
Jumps around so eager.

Ariel Stern
Grade 6

Jellyfish

Gracefully flowing
Boneless, no shape

Constant movement, never still
So different from their neighbors in the sea

I watched them flip like a pancake 
for breakfast

Their electric glow shines through the water
I see right through the pink blob of jelly

Long slimy tentacles hanging down
I want to touch but I’d feel the sting

Jessica Solodar
Grade 6

Charlotte Kelson
Grade 6

Erik Almeida
Grade 7
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